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Abstract 
 
The Human Proteome Organisation (HUPO) Proteomics Standards Initiative (PSI) defines community 
standards for data representation in proteomics to facilitate data comparison, exchange and 
verification. This document presents the proBAM format specification for mapping peptides identified 
by mass spectrometry to a genome. It builds on the widely used SAM (Sequence Alignment Map) and 
BAM (binary SAM) formats (version 1.0) designed for encoding alignment information of sequencing 
reads to a genome. The proBAM format is compatible with the BAM format such that most software 
applications that can read a BAM file and display sequencing reads will also be able to display 
peptides in the context of genome mapping. The proBAM format can be used to create annotation 
tracks at the PSM or peptide level similar to proBED, another novel proteogenomics format devised 
by the HUPO-PSI. Furthermore, the proBAM format holds additional information as compared to 
proBed allowing downstream re-analysis and represents alignment information, similar to the original 
SAM/BAM format. Proteomics data providers are encouraged to generate this format as part of their 
data release that can be analyzed and visualized by researchers inside and outside the proteomics 
community. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Description of the need 
 
One of the main goals of proteomics is to identify and quantify proteins in complex biological samples. 
This is achieved using mass spectrometry (MS) as a major analytical tool and sequence search 
engines as the bioinformatics interpretation tools. In MS/MS approaches, sequence search engines 
aim at matching experimental MS spectra with peptide sequences from a protein or nucleotide 
sequence database. There is a significant interest in exploring the identified peptides in the context of 
the genome of the species from which the sample is derived, as well as integrating proteomics results 
with the corresponding transcriptomics results. The proBAM format can achieve a greater 
interoperability between proteomics and genomics software tools. 
 
The protein BAM (proBAM) file format is designed for storing and analyzing peptide spectrum 
matches (PSMs) within the context of the genome. proBAM is built upon the SAM format (version 1: 
http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf) and its compressed binary version, BAM, with 
necessary modifications to accommodate information specific to proteomics data: e.g. PSM scores 
and confidence, charge states and modifications, both artefactual and PTMs (post-translational 
modifications). 
 
Complementary to proBAM, the proBed format has been developed by the PSI to encode the 
mapping of identified peptides onto the genome using an extended version of the widely-used 
genomics BED format. The proBAM format contains more detail and structure than proBed, see 
details in Section 3.2. 
 
1.2 Requirements 
 
The main requirements to be fulfilled are: 
 

- The format should be fully compatible with the widely used BAM format. 
- The format should be readable by most existing genomics software applications that can 

read or visualize BAM files, e.g. IGV (Integrative Genome Viewer). 
- The format should facilitate genome-based representation and interpretation of 

proteomics data. It should allow users to answer questions such as how many and which 
peptides map to multiple proteins derived from the same genomic locus; how many and 
which peptides span more than one exon, etc.  

- The format should facilitate a gene-level report of proteomics data. 
- The format should be a well-defined interface between sequence alignment and 

downstream analyses. 
- The format should contain extended quality and identifier information for PSMs, i.e. PSM 

scores and spectrum IDs (to be able to retrieve the spectrum in the original file containing 
the MS data). 

- The format should facilitate data exchange, especially with researchers outside the field 
of proteomics. 

 
 
1.3 Use cases 
 
The following cases of usage have driven the development of the proBAM data model, and are used 
to define the scope of the format in version 1.0. 
 
1. proBAM files should report genome coordinates (e.g. start and end positions) for peptides 

identified from MS/MS workflows. This will enable proteomics data to be more accessible in 
genome annotation and visualisation approaches. 

2. It should be possible to export proteogenomic data from PSI standard formats, for example, 
mzIdentML/mzTab files into proBAM, albeit not with all the details. 

3. It should be possible to save the results of searching a decoy database in the same file as the 
results from the target database. 
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4. It should be possible to investigate the effect of changing the PSM threshold value on protein 
false discovery rate (FDR). By default, proBAM only retains high confidence identifications. Users 
should be aware that a less stringent threshold would include lower quality PSMs in proBAM file. 

5. It should be possible to link the information in proBAM to the corresponding transcriptomics data 
and genome annotation information, thus aiding the gene level assembly. 

6. It should be possible to combine MS-based proteomics results from different experiments within a 
single proBAM file. 

7. It should be possible to represent variant peptides. In addition to the peptide sequence, the 
proBAM file also contains the nucleotide sequence that encodes the peptide, thus, when building 
a proBAM file, the variations at a nucleotide level can be included, as it happens with the amino 
acid variations. 

8. It should be possible to directly link peptide identifications to the source spectra in the original MS 
data files. 

9. It should be possible to store basic quantitation information at the peptide level, e.g. PSM counts 
(spectral counting) or other value that estimates the absolute quantitation of the protein on a 
consistent scale.  A tool could further be used to generate quantification reports at either protein 
or gene level when a gene annotation file is provided.  

 

2. Notational Conventions 
 
The key words ‘MUST,” “MUST NOT,” “REQUIRED,” “SHALL,” “SHALL NOT,” “SHOULD,” “SHOULD 
NOT,” “RECOMMENDED,” “MAY,” and “OPTIONAL” are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 
1. 

 
3. The Format Implementation 
 
3.1 The documentation 
 
The specification of the format is fully described within this document. The latest version of this 
specification files, examples, and additional information are available from the main format description 
page on the HUPO PSI website (http://www.psidev.info/proBAM). Information available there is: 
 

- The current document is the main specification document. 
- Example files.  
- Conversion tools2,3. 

 
3.2 Relationship to other specifications 
 
The specification described in this document is not developed in isolation; indeed, it is designed to be 
complementary to, and thus used in conjunction with, several existing and emerging models.  
 
Differences between proBAM and proBed. Two different file formats have been drafted by the PSI to 
enable interoperability between MS-based proteomics data and genome-centric data: proBed and 
proBAM.  
 
Both file formats are based on existing, well-established genomics formats:  SAM (and its binary 
version BAM) and BED. Similar to the original BED format, the purpose of the proBed format is to 
report genome coordinates for PSMs or peptides identified from MS workflows to be used as 
annotation tracks in genome-centric browsers (e.g. Ensembl, UCSC, IGV). Although the proBAM 
format can also be used to create annotation tracks at the PSM or peptide level, this format holds 
more information than proBed and represents alignment information, similar to the original SAM/BAM 
format.  
 
The novel formats are designed in a way that both are as consistent as possible in presenting 
information that they share. The main differences are that in proBAM (1) all alignment information is 
available (underlying genomic sequence, CIGAR string); (2) extra peptide/PSM annotation can be 
presented (normal, variant, indel,…); (3) analogously to BED and BAM, proBed is zero-based for 
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genome coordinates whereas proBAM is one-based; and (4) the complete MS study result data can 
be exported, including both decoy information and low scoring and lower rank PSMs. The latter point 
enables to use the proBAM format to reanalyze the data using different thresholds or perform a gene 
level inference procedure3. Both novel formats (proBed and proBAM) should be fully compatible with 
existing tools designed for the original BED and BAM files and proteogenomic data from MS PSI 
standard formats, mzIdentML/mzTab can be exported into these novel proteogenomic file formats. A 
proBAM to proBed conversion should be possible, but a reverse mapping (from proBed to proBAM) 
may not be possible in most circumstances. proBed is recommended for annotation track building. 
ProBAM can also be used for that purpose but moreover is recommended for further downstream 
analyses at the gene level. 
 
Similar to the situation with mzIdentML/mzQuantML and mzTab, the proBAM and proBED formats 
represent analogous information with a different level of detail, leading to different use cases. Both 
well-established and heavily used genomics counterparts (BAM and BED) whereupon these 
proteogenomics formats are built, already exist for multiple years as separate entities and it it 
advisable to keep this situation aligned (also for maintenance issues). 
 
Other related specifications include the following: 

1. BAM (http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf). The BAM format has long been used 
in the genomics community for mapping individual reads to a reference genome 4,5. It is the 
model on which proBAM is based. 

2. SAM (http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf). The SAM format is also widely used in 
the genomics community for mapping individual reads to a reference genome 4,5. It is tab-
delimited text, human viewable format, corresponding to the binary BAM format. 

3. BED (http://www.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/bed.html). The BED format is another 
format used by the genomics community for mapping assembled consensus transcripts to a 
reference genome 6. It is the model on which the proBed format is based. 

4. mzIdentML (http://www.psidev.info/mzidentml). The mzIdentML specification has been 
developed by the PSI as a standard to capture the output of search engines that assign 
mass spectra to protein or peptide sequences 7. A plausible workflow will be to extract a 
subset of information from an mzIdentML file and generate a proBAM file. 

5. mzTab (http://www.psidev.info/mztab). The mzTab specification has been developed by the 
PSI as a standard to capture the output of search engines, including both identification and 
quantification results 8. The format is tab-delimited and enables the reporting of the results at 
different levels of detail. A common workflow will be to extract a subset of information from an 
mzTab file and generate a proBAM file. 
 

 

3.3 The PSI Mass Spectrometry Controlled Vocabulary (CV) 

The PSI-MS controlled vocabulary 9 is intended to provide terms for annotation of proBAM files. The 
CV has been generated with a collection of terms from software vendors and academic groups 
working in the area of mass spectrometry and proteome informatics. Some terms describe attributes 
that must be coupled with a numerical value attribute in the CvParam element (e.g. MS:1002072 “p-
value”) and optionally a unit for that value (e.g. MS:1001117, “theoretical mass”, units = “dalton”). The 
terms that require a value are denoted by having a “datatype” key-value pair in the CV itself: 
MS:1001172 "mascot:expectation value" value-type:xsd:double. Terms that need to be qualified with 
units are denoted with a “has_units” key in the CV itself (relationship: has_units: UO:0000221 ! 
dalton).  
 
As recommended by the PSI CV guidelines, psi-ms.obo should be dynamically maintained via the 
psidev-ms-vocab@lists.sourceforge.net mailing list that allows any user to request new terms, in 
agreement with the community involved. Once a consensus is reached among the community the 
new terms are added within a few business days.  
 
In general, modifications (both artefactual and PTMs) SHOULD be sourced from Unimod 
(http://www.unimod.org/obo/unimod.obo) where possible.  
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4.  The proBAM format description 
 
The proBAM format is a binary format that is not limited to printable characters and does not contain 
LF (ASCII 10) or CR (ASCII 13) boundaries. It is adapted from the SAM format (version 1.0), a tab-
delimited text format that contains a header section and an alignment section. The lines at the header 
section start with ‘@’, whereas alignment lines do not. 
 
4.1 General details of the format specification 
 
This section describes the structure of a proBAM file. 

- Field separator 
The column delimiter is the Unicode Horizontal Tab character (Unicode codepoint 0009). 

- File encoding 
The UTF-8 encoding of the Unicode character set is the preferred encoding for proBAM files. 
However, parsers should be able to recognize commonly used encodings. 

- Case sensitivity 
All column labels and field names are case-sensitive. 

- Dates 
Dates  and times MUST be supplied in the ISO 8601 format (“YYYY-MM-DD”, “YYYY-MM-
DDTHH:MMZ” respectively). 

- Decimal separator 
In proBAM files the dot (“.”) MUST be used as decimal separator. Thousand separators 
MUST NOT be used. 

- Params 
proBAM makes use of CV (controlled vocabulary) parameters. As proBAM is expected to be 
used in several experimental environments where parameters might not yet be available for 
the generated scores etc., all parameters can either report CV parameters or user parameters 
that only contain a name and a value. 
Parameters are always reported as [CV label, accession, name, value]. Any field that is not 
available MUST be left empty. 
 
[MS, MS:1001207, Mascot,]  
[,,A user parameter, The value] 
 

In case, the name of the param contains commas, quotes MUST be added to avoid problems 
with the parsing: [label, accession, “first part of the param name, second part of the name”, 
value].  
 
[MOD, MOD:00648, “N,O-diacetylated L-serine”,] 

 
 
4.2 Null values 
 
Some fields MAY be nullable by use of an asterisk (*). 
In general, null values SHOULD NOT be used within any field if the information is available.  
 
4.3 The header section 
 
In the header, each line is tab-delimited. Except for the @CO lines, each data field follows a format 
‘TAG: VALUE’ where TAG is a two-letter string that defines the content and the format of the VALUE.  
 
As described in Table 1, the TAGs @HD, @SQ, @PG and @CO are inherited from the SAM format.  
However, the TAG @GA is unique to a proBAM file, describing the genome annotation reference 
system used to generate the proBAM file, e.g. GENCODE v25, ENSEMBL 85, RefSeq 77. If RefSeq 
annotation (downloaded from the UCSC table browser) is used, the date of the download should be 
specified. Finally, the software used to generate the proBAM file should be specified in the header by 
using the TAG @PG. Tags containing lowercase letters are reserved for local use and will not be 
formally defined in any future version of this specification 
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Table 1. Defined record types and tags in a proBAM file. Tags with ‘*’ are required when the record 
type is present. 
Record	Type	TAG		 Description		
@HD	 	

	
VN*	
	
SO	

The	header	line.	The	first	line	if	present.		
	
proBAM	Format	version.	Accepted	format:	/^[0-9]+\.[0-9]+$/	
	
Sorting	 order	 of	 alignments.	 Valid	 values:	 unknown	 (default), unsorted, 
queryname	and coordinate.	For	coordinate	sort,	the	major	sort	key	is	the	
RNAME	field,	with	the	order	defined	by	the	@SQ	lines	in	the	header.	The	minor	
sort	key	 is	 the	POS	 field.	For	alignments	with	equal	RNAME	and	POS,	order	 is	
arbitrary.	 All	 alignments	 with	 ‘*’	 in	 the	 RNAME	 field	 follow	 alignments	
considering	some	other	value,	but	otherwise	are	in	arbitrary	order.	
	

@SQ	 	
	
	
SN*	
	
	
	
LN*	
	
AS	
	
SP	
	

Reference	sequence	dictionary.	The	order	of	@SQ	 lines	defines	 the	alignment	
sorting	order.	
	
Reference	sequence	name.	Each	@SQ	line	must	have	a	unique	SN	tag.	The	
value	of	this	field	is	used	in	the	alignment	records	in	the	RNAME	field.	Regular	
expression: [!-)+-<>-~][!-~]* 
 
Reference	sequence	length.	Range: [1,231-1]. 
	
Genome	assembly	identifier.	[Examples	–	hg19]	
	
Species	 The	 latin	 name	 of	 the	 species	 or	 the	 taxID	 can	 be	 used.	 [Examples:	
“homo	sapiens”,	“taxID9606”]	

@PG	 	
	
ID*	
	
VN	
	
CL	
	

The	software	used	to	generate	the	proBAM	file.	
		
Program	identifier.	The	value	of	ID	is	used	to	generate	the	proBAM	file.	
	
Program	version.	
	
Command	line.	

@GA	 	
	
	
AS*	
	
	
	
VN*	
	
	
	
AD	

Genome	annotation	used	to	generate	the	proBAM	file	(unique	TAG	to	proBAM	
format).	
	
Annotation	 source.	 String.	 Examples	 of	 valid	 values:	 GENCODE, ENSEMBL, 
REFSEQ, UCSC, or download location.	
Annotation	 version.	 String.	 Example	Valid	 values:	25	 (GENCODE	 release),	85	
(ENSEMBL	release),	77	(RefSeq	release),	oct102015	(UCSC	downloading	date)	
	
Annotation	Description	(e.g.:	Gene	annotation	provided	by	Ensembl).	
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@CO	 	 One-line	text	comment.	Unordered	multiple	@CO	lines	are	allowed.		

This	 mechanism	 is	 envisioned	 as	 a	 way	 to	 provide	 proteomics	 related	
information	 about	 the	 experimental	 and	 data	 analysis	 performed.	 There	 are	
two	possible	ways	to	provide	this	information:	

- Specify a link to an external file or resource that contains this 
information, for instance an mzIdentML, pepXML or mzTab file. 
For this the URI field should be used as a tab separated key-
value pair.	
uri[1]  http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/projects/PXD002870  
uri[2]  file://C:\path\myfile.mzid 

						or	
- Use tab-delimited key-value pairs as in the PSI mzTab format 

header section (see Appendix I). However, following the tab-
separated key-value pair mechanism, two fields SHOULD be at 
least present in this section: 	

- the search database:     wherever possible the MIRIAM 
(www.ebi.ac.uk/miriam) official name of the database should be 
used (e.g. UniProtKB).	

- database_version: in case no version is available (e.g. a custom 
build), the creation or download date should be provided (e.g. 
2016-02) 	

	
In	 any	 case,	 for	 this	 section,	 it	 is	 recommended	 the	 use	 of	 CV	 terms	 (see	
example	below).		

 
 
An example: 
 @HD VN:1.0 SO:coordinate 

@SQ SN:chr1 LN:249250621  
@SQ SN:chr10 LN:135534747 
@SQ SN:chr11 LN:135006516 
@SQ SN:chr12 LN:133851895 
@SQ SN:chr13 LN:115169878 
@SQ SN:chr14 LN:107349540 
@SQ SN:chr15 LN:102531392 
@SQ SN:chr16 LN:90354753 
@SQ SN:chr17 LN:81195210 
@SQ SN:chr18 LN:78077248 
@SQ SN:chr19 LN:59128983 
@SQ SN:chr2 LN:243199373 
@SQ SN:chr20 LN:63025520 
@SQ SN:chr21 LN:48129895 
@SQ SN:chr22 LN:51304566 
@SQ SN:chr3 LN:198022430 
@SQ SN:chr4 LN:191154276 
@SQ SN:chr5 LN:180915260 
@SQ SN:chr6 LN:171115067 
@SQ SN:chr7 LN:159138663 
@SQ SN:chr8 LN:146364022 
@SQ SN:chr9 LN:141213431 
@SQ SN:chrM LN:16571 
@SQ SN:chrX LN:155270560 
@SQ SN:chrY LN:59373566 
@PG ID:proBAMr VN:1.0 CL:  
@GA AS:GENCODE VN:19  
@CO proBAM file example  
@CO protein_search_engine_score[1] [MS,MS:1001171,Mascot:score] 
@CO psm_search_engine_score[1] [MS,MS:1001171,Mascot:score] 
@CO protein-quantification_unit [PRIDE, PRIDE:0000393, Relative 
quantification unit] 
@CO software[1] [MS, MS:1001207, Mascot] 
@CO fixed_mod[1] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:4, Carbamidomethyl] 
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@CO fixed_mod[1]-site C 
@CO fixed_mod[2] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation] 
@CO fixed_mod[2]-site M 
@CO variable_mod[1] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:28, Gln->pyro-Glu] 
@CO variable_mod[1]-site N-term Q 
@CO variable_mod[2] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:1, Acetyl] 
@CO variable_mod[2]-site N-term 
@CO quantification_method [MS, MS:1001835, SILAC quantitation] 
analysis" 
@CO database UniProtKB 
@CO database_version 2016_02 
 

 
4.4 The alignment section 
 
4.4.1 Mandatory fields in a proBAM file 
Each alignment line has 11 mandatory fields (Table 2), adopted from the SAM format, for essential 
alignment information such as mapping positions, and additional mandatory fields to accommodate 
unique features of proteomics data (Table 3).  
For instance, we introduce the ‘XM’ field to store peptide modification information (both artefactual 
and PTMs), the ‘XS’ field to store PSM scores, and the ‘XC’ field to store peptide charge state 
information. All fields follow the “TAG: TYPE: VALUE” format, which is analogous to a BAM file. In the 
future,it is envisioned that additional fields could be easily added to accommodate additional specific 
needs from the proteomics community. 
 
 
Table 2. Mandatory columns adapted from the SAM/BAM format. See section 1.4 of the original SAM 
specification file (https://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf) for more information on these fields 
in a genomics context. 
Mandatory	fields	in	BAM	 	
No.		 NAME		 TYPE		 SAM/BAM	Description		 proBAM	Description		 Value	if	

unavailable	
1		 QNAME		 String		 Query	template	NAME		 Spectrum	name		 *	
2		 FLAG		 Int		 Bitwise	FLAG		 Bitwise	FLAG		 	
3		 RNAME		 String		 Reference	sequence	NAME		 Reference	sequence	

NAME		
*	

4		 POS		 Int		 1-based	leftmost	mapping	POSition		 1-based	leftmost	mapping	
POSition		

0	

5		 MAPQ		 Int		 MAPping	Quality	(Phred-scaled)		 -		 255	
6		 CIGAR		 String	 Extended	CIGAR	string	(operations:	

MIDN)		
CIGAR	string		 *	

7		 RNEXT		 String	 Mate	Reference	NAME	(‘=’	if	same	
as	RNAME)		

-		 *	

8		 PNEXT		 Int		 1-Based	leftmost	Mate	POSition		 -		 0	
9		 TLEN		 Int		 observed	Template	LENgth		 -		 0	
10		 SEQ		 String	 segment	SEQuence		 Coding	sequence		 *	
11		 QUAL		 String	 Query	QUALity	(ASCII-33=Phred	

base	quality)		
-		 *	

 
 
Table 3. Mandatory proteomics specific columns added to the proBAM format. 
Mandatory	fields	in	proBAMa	 	

TAG		 TYPE		 Description		 Value	if	
unavailable	

NHb	 i		 Number	of	genomic	locations	to	which	the	peptide	sequence	maps	 *	

XA		 I	
Whether	the	peptide	is	well	annotated	(see	section	4.4.6)	
													0:	yes;		

1:	partially	unknown;		
													2:	totally	unknown.		
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XB	 f	 Mass	error	(experimental	-	calculated)	 *	
XC		 i		 Peptide	Charge		 *	
XE	 i	 Enzyme	used	in	the	experiment	(see	Table	4)	 *	
XF	 Z	 Reading	frame	of	the	peptide	(0,	1,	2)	(See	section	4.4.5.)	 *	

XG	 Z	

Peptide	type	(see	Table	5	and	Figure	1)	
N:	normal	peptide;		
V:	variant	peptide;	
W:	indel	peptide;	
J:	novel	junction	peptide;		
A:	alternative	junction	peptide;	
M:	novel	exon	peptide;	
C:	cross	junction	peptide;	
E:	extension	peptide;	
B:	3’UTR	peptide;	
O:	out-of-frame	peptide;	
T:	truncation	peptide;	
R:	reverse	strand	peptide;	
I:	intron	peptide;	
G:	gene	fusion	peptide;	
D:	decoy	peptide;		
U:	unmapped	

													X:	unknown	

*	

XI	 f	 Peptide	intensity	 *	
XL		 i		 Number	of	peptides	to	which	the	spectrum	maps	(See	section	4.5.3)	 *	

XM		 Z		

Modification(s):	semicolon-separated	list	of	modifications	with	the	
following	format	(adopted	from	the	mzTab	format):	
{position}-[{modification identifier}|{neutral 
loss}] 
The	position	gives	the	peptide	position	starting	from	1.	An	N-terminal	
modification	will	be	specified	at	position	0.	Valid	modification	
identifiers	are	either	PSI-MOD	or	UNIMOD	accessions	(including	the	
“MOD:”	/	“UNIMOD:”	prefix).	In	the	case	of	an	“unknown”	
modification	not	included	in	either	UNIMOD	or	PSI-MOD,	see	section	
4.5.4.		

*	

XN		 i		 Number	of	missed	cleavages	in	the	peptide	(XP)	 *	

XO	 Z	

This	field	indicates	the	uniqueness	of	the	peptide	mapping	(See	
section	4.4.4.):	

1- unique 
2- not_unique[super-set] 
3- not_unique[same-set] 
4- not_unique[subset] 
5- not_unique[conflict] 

not_unique[unknown]	

*	

XP		 Z		 Peptide	sequence	from	the	original	search	result	(may	differ	from	
field	XR	due	to	variations)	 *	

XQ	 f	 PSM	FDR	(i.e.	q-value	or	1-PEP)	 *	

XR	 Z	
Reference	peptide	sequence,	reference	genomic	sequence	is	used	to	
derive	reference	peptide	sequence	if	no	reference	protein	sequence	is	
available	

*	

XS		 f	 PSM	score	(only	one	score	can	be	used)	 *	

XT		 i	

Enzyme	specificity	considered	in	the	search	
0:	non-	enzymatic;	
1:	semi-	enzymatic;		
2:	fully-enzymatic	
3:	unknown	

*	

XU	 Z	

A	URI	(Uniform	Resource	Identifier)	pointing	to	the	file's	source	data	
e.g.	the	website	or	FTP	location	for	a	given	dataset	(i.e.	a	dataset	in	
PRIDE	Archive	
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/projects/PXD000764),	or	the	
original	file	that	was	converted	to	proBAM	
Another	possibility	would	be	to	add	the	URI	of	the	specific	PSM	
reported	in	a	given	proBAM	line	

*	

YA	 Z	 Following	amino	acids	(2	AA,	A	stands	for	after)	 *	
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YB	 Z	 Preceding	amino	acids	(2	AA,	B	stands	for	before)	 *	
YP	 Z	 Protein	accession	ID	from	the	original	search	result	 *	
a Taking advantage of the flexible optional fields in BAM, we introduce new mandatory fields in 
proBAM for storing proteomics-specific information. These fields follow the rule TAG:TYPE:VALUE 
defined in BAM. There are three types of VALUE format: i, Single 32-bit integer; Z, Printable string; f, 
Single-precision floating number.  
b This does not guarantee uniqueness genome-wide but only based on the gene models (the specific 
genome build) used for the generation of the proBAM file. The same peptide could map to other 
genomic locations based on the use of different gene models. 
 
 
 
Table 4. Custom field(s) added to the proBAM format. 
TAG		 TYPE		 Description		 Value	if	

unavailable	

Z?	 Z	

Custom	field(s)	that	can	be	included	for	specific	use-cases.	These	
are	searchable	through	the	genome	browser	interface	(e.g.	IGV).	
For	example,	it	could	be	used	to	specify	the	experiment	type	(i.e.	
regular	shotgun	versus	N-terminal	COFRADIC),	the	experiment	
name	(when	multiple	experiments	are	merged),	the	corresponding	
gene	name,	etc.	
[Examples	–	
ZA:Z:N-terminal	COFRADIC,	
ZB:Z:HDGF]	
	

*	

 
 
Table 5. Enzyme Table related to column ‘XE’. 
Enzyme	
Number	

Enzyme	Name	 C-side	
(1=TRUE)	

Specified	amino	
acids	

Unless	followed	by	

0	 No_enzyme														 0						 -											 -	
1	 Trypsin																 1						 KR										 P	
2	 Trypsin/P														 1						 KR										 -	
3	 Lys_C																		 1						 K											 P	
4	 Lys_N																		 0						 K											 	-	
5	 Arg_C																		 1						 R											 P	
6	 Asp_N																		 0						 D											 -	
7	 CNBr																			 1						 M											 -	
8	 Glu_C																		 1						 DE										 P	
9	 PepsinA																 1						 FL										 P	
10	 Chymotrypsin											 1						 FWYL								 P	
…*	 	 	 	 	

* This list of enzymes cover most of the already available datasets. If necessary, other enzymes will 
be added to the documentation in the future. 
 
 
Table 6. Definitions of the peptide types (‘XG’ tag). 

XG tag Definition 
N Normal	peptide.	The	peptide	sequence	is	contained	in	the	reference	protein	sequence. 
V Variant	 peptide.	 A	 single	 amino	 acid	 variation	 (SAV)	 is	 present	 as	 compared	 to	 the	

reference. 
W Indel	peptide.	An	insertion	or	deletion	is	present	as	compared	to	the	reference. 
J Novel	 junction	 peptide.	 A	 peptide	 that	 spans	 a	 novel	 exon-intron	 boundary	 as	

compared	to	the	reference. 
A Alternative	 junction	 peptide.	 A	 peptide	 that	 spans	 a	 non-canonical	 exon-intron	
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boundary	as	compared	to	the	reference. 
M Novel	exon	peptide.	A	peptide	that	 resides	 in	a	novel	exon	that	 is	not	present	 in	 the	

reference.	
C Cross	junction	peptide.	A	peptide	that	spans	through	a	splice	site	(partly	exonic	-	partly	

intronic).	
E Extension	 peptide.	 A	 peptide	 that	 points	 to	 a	 non-canonical	 N-terminal	 protein	

extension. 
B 3’	UTR	peptide.	A	peptide	that	maps	to	the	3’	UTR	region	from	the	reference. 
O Out-of-frame	 peptide.	 A	 peptide	 that	 is	 translated	 from	 an	 alternative	 frame	 as	

compared	to	the	reference. 
T Truncation	 peptide.	 A	 peptide	 that	 points	 to	 a	 non-canonical	 N-terminal	 protein	

truncation. 
R Reverse	strand	peptide.	A	peptide	that	is	derived	from	translation	of	the	reverse	strand	

of	the	reference. 
I Intron	peptide.	A	peptide	that	is	located	in	an	intronic	region	of	the	reference	isoform. 
G Gene	 fusion	 peptide.	 An	 (onco-)	 peptide	 that	 spans	 two	 exons	 of	 different	 genes,	

through	gene-fusion. 
D Decoy peptide. A peptide that maps to a decoy sequence from the MS-based search 

strategy.  
U Unmapped peptide. A peptide that could not be mapped to a reference sequence. 
X Unknown. 
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Figure 1. Representation of the different peptide types identified in proteogenomics studies (used in 
the ‘XG’ tag). (TIS = Translation Initiation Site). 
 
4.4.2 FLAG value 
 
In the proBAM format, PSMs replace sequence short reads as the basic data unit. In the current 
implementation, proBAM allows for 4 FLAG values to describe peptide mapping information (Table 7). 
   

Table 7. FLAG values in proBAM format 
FLAG	description	in	proBAM**	
Bit		 Description		 FLAG	
0x00	 Peptide	maps	to	the	forward	strand	 0	
0x10		 Peptide	maps	to	the	reverse	strand	 16	

0x100		 Peptide	is	NOT	the	rank=1	peptide	for	the	
corresponding	spectrum	a		 256	

0x4	 Unmapped	peptide		 4	
 a If no rank is provided in the MS search results, rank 1 is given if only 1 PSM is provided. In the  
   other case where multiple peptide matches are provided for a given spectrum, 256 is added to  
   the flag for all identifications of that MS/MS fragment. 
 
Examples: 

a. If a peptide maps to the reverse strand and is NOT the No. 1 (rank=1) peptide for the 
corresponding spectrum, the FLAG value is set to 272 (0x10+0x100). 

b. If a peptide maps to the forward strand and is the No. 1 (rank=1) peptide for the 
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spectrum, the FLAG value is set to 0 (0x00). 
c. If a peptide maps to different genomic locations, we keep all the occurrences. Each 

location occupies one row in the proBAM file. 
 
4.4.3 CIGAR string 
Used by the SAM/BAM format, the CIGAR strings used in proBAM are indicated in the following table 
8. The CIGAR string is used to describe how peptides are aligned to the genome, and the various 
operations are analogous to the short read sequence alignments.  
We did not use ‘X’ or ‘=’ in the CIGAR string because an amino acid level mismatch is represented in 
the column ‘XP’, and the nucleotide level variation is represented in the ‘SEQ’ column. The column 
‘MD’ is usually utilised to represent the mismatch positions. Information can be easily generated using 
widely used tools such as the SAMtools. For example, 

a. If a peptide (length=11) does not contain a variation, the ‘MD’ column is set to ‘MD:Z:33’ 
b. If a peptide (length=22) contains an mutation at position 12, the ‘MD’ column is set to 

‘MD:Z:33A32’, which indicates the (nucleotide) position 34 is changed to ‘A’ in the variant 
peptide coding sequence compared to the one in the column ‘SEQ’. 

 
Table 8. CIGAR strings used in proBAM 

Operation	 Description		
M	 alignment	match	(including	a	sequence	match	and	mismatch)	
I	 insertion	to	the	reference	
D	 deletion	from	the	reference	
N	 skipped	region	from	the	reference	(REPRESENTS	AN	INTRON)	

 
4.4.4 Peptide mapping to multiple genomic locations (field ‘XO’) 
If the peptide can only be mapped to one locus, it SHOULD have the value of “unique”. 
If the peptide can be mapped to more than one locus (i.e. ‘NH’ field has a value larger than 1), more 
information MUST be provided from the following options. 

1. not-unique[super-set] 
2. not-unique[same-set] 
3. not-unique[subset] 
4. not-unique[conflict] 
5. not-unique[unknown] 

 
The following definitions apply. The application of cases 1-3 requires information from a “protein 
inference” process, relating peptides to a particular set of loci. One locus in this context is a protein 
sequence from a gene model at a given chromosomal location. 
 

1. Category 1) SHOULD be applied if the peptide can be mapped to at least one other locus, but 
where other loci have less evidence than the current reported locus, indicating that this is 
most likely to be the correct and valid assignment for the peptide. 

2. Category 2) SHOULD be applied if the peptide can be mapped to at least one other locus, 
which has the same (or almost identical – see below) level as evidence as the current locus. 
This situation usually occurs when the two or more proteins have been identified based on the 
same-set of peptides or spectra (depending on the protein inference approach taken). Some 
protein inference software may choose to classify two proteins together as same-set, even if 
one protein has a single peptide/spectrum with a very weak score, not carried by the other 
protein(s). In these cases, all peptides would be flagged as not-unique[same-set]. 

3. Category 3) SHOULD be applied if the peptide can be mapped to at least one other locus, 
which has significantly more evidence for identification than the current mapping. This 
situation typically arises when the current locus (database protein) has a subset of 
peptides/spectra as one or more other locations (including direct sub-sets of one or more 
proteins, and cases of the protein being multiply subsumed by two or more proteins.  

4. Category 4) SHOULD be applied if the peptide can be mapped to at least one other locus, 
and the assignment of peptides between different loci does not resolve into same-set and 
subset relationships. In this case, it is assumed there may be independent evidence that 
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protein evidence from more than one locus was observed in the sample, but the assignment 
of peptides cannot be performed conclusively. 

5. Category 5) SHOULD be applied if protein inference/grouping has not been performed, but 
where the database peptide could have been derived from more than one locus.  

 
4.4.5 Reading frame of the peptide (field ‘XF’) 
‘XF’ is included to enable the representation in proBAM of proteomics search results from genomic 
databases (e.g. six-frame translation), next generation sequencing data-derived translation, or from 
other microbial species which may have overlapping genes, thus posing a challenge to map the 
peptides to genome coordinates.  
For peptides that are mapped to a specific exon of a known protein, the reading frame of the peptide 
is the same one in the corresponding exon. Note that the spliced peptide would have multiple reading 
frames, depend on how many exons it spans. 
 
4.4.6 Some explanation of field ‘XA’ 
Since the genome annotation is often far from perfect, sometimes a reference peptide could map to a 
protein sequence, but without the corresponding genome annotation information (which would not be 
yet available). In that case this peptide will be labeled as ‘XA:i:2’.  
‘XA:i:2’ also applies to cases where a peptide could map to protein sequence in a protein sequence 
database e.g. UniProtKB/SwissProt, but no corresponding gene annotation can be found for that 
protein in genomics resources such as RefSeq, Ensembl and GENCODE.   
‘XA:i:1’ represents the reference peptide which could map to a specific protein, but the corresponding 
coding sequence is different from the one based on their genomic annotation. Note that the field is 
designed to reflect the inconsistence of the genome annotation used in generating the proBAM file. It 
MUST not be used to represent peptides with mutations or other types of sequence alterations.  
 
4.4.7 Decoy peptides 
Decoy peptides are retained in proBAM file as ‘unmapped’ peptides in order to evaluate the protein 
level FDR after merging of proBAM files (see section 4.6). The peptide type column should be 
‘XG:Z:D’.  
 
4.4.8 Examples  
In the following examples, we are displaying the information in a tabular format for better presentation. 
However, in a real proBAM file, only the ‘VALUE’ column is presented in a tab-delimited text format.  
Each line has 11 mandatory fields for essential alignment information and 20 mandatory fields for 
proteomics specific information. Finally, a variable number of optional fields can be included. 
 

A) An example of within-exon peptide: 
							 
NAME	 TYPE		 VALUE	
QNAME		 String		 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D14.0.1.5079	
FLAG		 Int		 0	
RNAME		 String		 chr1					
POS		 Int		 3395046	
MAPQ		 Int		 255		
CIGAR		 String	 42M						
RNEXT		 String	 *	
PNEXT		 Int		 0	
TLEN		 Int		 0	
SEQ		 String	 ATAGAGCCGTCTGAGCTCCCTCTGCCCGGGGGCGGCAACCGT						
QUAL		 String	 *	
NH		 i		 NH:i:1	
XO	 Z	 XO:Z:unique	
XL		 i		 XL:i:1	
XP		 Z		 XP:Z:IEPSELPLPGGGNR						
YP	 Z	 YP:Z:ENSP00000367622	
XF	 Z	 XF:Z:1	
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XI	 f	 XI:f:*	
XB	 f	 XB:f:	0.195832933762	
XR	 Z	 XR:Z:IEPSELPLPGGGNR				
YB	 Z	 YB:Z:EK	
YA	 Z	 YA:Z:SS	
XS		 f	 XS:f:43.909						
XQ	 f	 XQ:f:0.00168					
XC		 i		 XC:i:2						
XA		 i	 XA:i:0			
XM		 Z		 XM:Z:*	
XN		 i		 XN:i:0			
XT		 i	 XT:i:2			
XE	 i	 XE:i:1	
XG	 Z	 XG:Z:N	
XU	 Z	 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D14.pepXML	

 
 

B) An example of spliced peptide: 
 
NAME	 TYPE		 VALUE	
QNAME		 String		 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D11.0.1.4515	
FLAG		 Int		 0	
RNAME		 String		 chr1					
POS		 Int		 3396151	
MAPQ		 Int		 255						
CIGAR		 String	 4M221N26M								
RNEXT		 String	 *	
PNEXT		 Int		 0	
TLEN		 Int		 0	
SEQ		 String	 GGAGACCTGCCCCAGGTGGAGATCACCAAG			
QUAL		 String	 *	
NH		 i		 NH:i:1	
XO	 Z	 XO:Z:unique	
XL		 i		 XL:i:1	
XP		 Z		 XP:Z:GDLPQVEITK	
YP	 Z	 YP:Z:ENSP00000367622	
XF	 Z	 XF:Z:1,2	
XI	 f	 XI:f:*	
XB	 f	 XB:f:0.06943293376	
XR	 Z	 XR:Z:GDLPQVEITK	
YB	 Z	 YB:Z:SK	
YA	 Z	 YA:Z:AF	
XS		 f	 XS:f:47.3603					
XQ	 f	 XQ:f:0.00191								
XC		 i		 XC:i:2						
XA		 i	 XA:i:0			
XM		 Z		 XM:Z:*	
XN		 i		 XN:i:0			
XT		 i	 XT:i:2			
XE	 i	 XE:i:1	
XG	 Z	 XG:Z:N	
XU	 Z	 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D11.pepXML	

 
 

C) An example of variant peptide: 
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NAME	 TYPE		 VALUE	
QNAME		 String		 klc_100908x_PH_P10_COLO_205_D13.0.1.6099									
FLAG		 Int		 16	
RNAME		 String		 chr6					
POS		 Int		 38650591									
MAPQ		 Int		 255						
CIGAR		 String	 61M1498N20M						
RNEXT		 String	 *	
PNEXT		 Int		 0	
TLEN		 Int		 0	

SEQ		 String	 TCGAGGGTCTGAATTGCCATTGTGGTAACTCTGGGTCGCATCATCTTCAGTGCCCCAATT
GTGTGTCAGCTCAAGTGTAGC	

QUAL		 String	 *	
NH		 i		 NH:i:1	
XO	 Z	 XO:Z:unique	
XL		 i		 XL:i:1	
XP		 Z		 XP:Z:ATLELTHNWGTEDDATQSYHNGNSDPR	
YP	 Z	 YP:Z:ENSP00000362463_rs4746:E111A	
XF	 Z	 XF:Z:1,1	
XI	 f	 XI:f:*	
XB	 f	 XB:f:0.70082940064	
XR	 Z	 XR:Z:ATLELTHNWGTEDDETQSYHNGNSDPR	
YB	 Z	 YB:Z:RK	
YA	 Z	 YA:Z:GF	
XS		 f	 XS:f:73.1426	
XQ	 f	 XQ:f:0	
XC		 i		 XC:i:3			
XA		 i	 XA:i:0			
XM		 Z		 XM:Z:*	
XN		 i		 XN:i:0			
XT		 i	 XT:i:2			
XE	 i	 XE:i:1	
XG	 Z	 XG:Z:V	
XU	 Z	 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D13.pepXML	
The ‘MD’ tag for this variant peptide would be ‘MD:Z:37T43’ 
 

D) An example of decoy peptide: 
 
NAME	 TYPE		 VALUE	
QNAME		 String		 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D10.0.1.2084									
FLAG		 Int		 4					
RNAME		 String		 *					
POS		 Int		 0									
MAPQ		 Int		 255						
CIGAR		 String	 *						
RNEXT		 String	 *	
PNEXT		 Int		 0	
TLEN		 Int		 0	
SEQ		 String	 *									
QUAL		 String	 *	
NH		 i		 NH:i:3	
XO	 Z	 XO:Z:*	
XL		 i		 XL:i:1	
XP		 Z		 XP:Z:VMVMVTAR				
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YP	 Z	 YP:Z:rev_ENSP00000367697	
XF	 Z	 XF:Z:*	
XI	 f	 XI:f:*	
XB	 f	 XB:f:-2.18249206624	
XR	 Z	 XR:Z:*				
YB	 Z	 YB:Z:GK	
YA	 Z	 YA:Z:PR	
XS		 f	 XS:f:34.0681					
XQ	 f	 XQ:f:0.00671								
XC		 i		 XC:i:2			
XA		 i	 XA:i:0			
XM		 Z		 XM:Z:*	
XN		 i		 XN:i:0			
XT		 i	 XT:i:2			
XE	 i	 XE:i:1	
XG	 Z	 XG:Z:D	
XU	 Z	 klc_070108x_PH_P7_COLO_205_D10.pepXML	
 
 
4.5  Additional considerations 
 
1.1.1 Peptide-based proBAM files (as group of PSMs) 
 
The proBAM format is primarily designed to represent PSMs. However, it can also accommodate the 
reporting of “peptides” (representing groups of PSMs). In that case, some conventions need to be 
followed: 
 
‘QName’ 
 
PSM grouping is flexible, depending on the needs of the file producer. Two main situations are 
envisioned: 
- If the producer is only interested in reporting peptide sequences without considering modifications, 
PSMs should be grouped by their raw peptide sequence. In this case, the value of modifications (XM) 
and charge (XC) of identified peptide SHOULD be ‘*’. The QName column should be the actual 
peptide sequence. 
- If the producer is interested in reporting modifications, PSMs should be grouped by peptide 
sequence plus modifications. The QName column holds a string catenation of peptide sequence and 
modification status separated by comma. (e.g. FGALCEAETGR, 5-UNIMOD:4) 
 
PSMs representing the same peptide sequence (with or without modifications being considered) but 
having different charge values should be always grouped together, for simplification purposes. 
 
‘XS’ 
The export software SHOULD report either the best score for all the PSMs that are part of that group 
or a consensus score derived across all PSMs for approaches that perform such analyses.     
 
‘XQ’ 
Equivalent values at the peptide level SHOULD be reported instead. 
 
In addition, the following tags need to be set to the value “*” (null): ‘XL’, ‘XI’ (peptide intensity), and 
‘XB’ (mass error). 
 
1.1.2 Representation of [no reads] (no PSMs) 
 
If an output has no valid PSMs, the file may contain no rows in the alignment section. Despite still 
being a valid proBAM file, we suggest using a relatively loose PSM FDR to avoid such situation. A 
more stringent cutoff may be applied later as a filter to the proBAM file. 
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1.1.3 Representation of PTMs or ambiguity? 

 
The field ‘XL’ is used to describe the number of peptides to which a spectrum is mapped. This is 

typically 1 in most workflows, but lower-scoring alternative hits may be encoded, as well as 
multiple species of peptide ions in a single spectrum (i.e. chimeric spectra). 

 
The Field ‘XM’ is used to record protein modifications, artefactual as well as true PTMs. 
 
1.1.4 Unknown modifications 
 
Only cvParam elements can be used to represent modification. A term “unknown modification” 
(MS:1001460) has been added to the PSI-MS CV. This term MUST only be used if the identified 
modification is not present in UNIMOD (or other allowed CV such as PSI-MOD), according to the 
identity of the residue modified and the delta mass, within the parent tolerance specified in the search. 
This mechanism is analogous to the one used in other PSI standard formats such as mzIdentML and 
mzTab. 
 
 
1.1.5 File extension 
The recommended file extension for tab-delimited text format encoding is .sam, and the binary format 
encoding is .bam. SAMtools is the primary tool that can be used to convert between the two. Toolkits 
like BEDTools can be used to convert proBAM files to the BED format (see Appendix III). 
 
 

1.2 Merging of proBAM files 

proBAM files can be merged, for example for meta-analyses or collating data from different samples. 
Files SHOULD only be merged if they have been generated by the same software, following the same 
conventions for the naming and content of the different fields, and ideally the same reference system 
used for the genome coordinates although this is not mandatory (see Appendix IV). 
 

1.3 Other supporting materials 

The following example instance documents are available and between them cover all the use cases 
supported.  
 
Four sets of proBAM example files have been generated:  
 
First set of proBAM example and related files: 

● PXD001524.pro.sam (https://goo.gl/378YaB) - example proBAM file converted from the 
mzIdentML example file indicated below using the proBAMconvert tool 
(http://probam.biobix.be). In this example, the SwissProt entry names (e.g. HDGF_HUMAN) 
were used for mapping to Ensembl prior to obtaining the genomic coordinates. 

● PXD001524_reprocessed.sort.pro.bam (https://goo.gl/mtGrbs) - example proBAM file 
converted from the mzIdentML file using proBAMr 
(https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/proBAMr.html). In this example, 
peptides were mapped to protein sequences from the Refseq database. The genome 
coordinates were based on hg19 in this file. 

● Additional related files: 
o PXD001524.mzid (https://goo.gl/edK6C0) - example mzIdentML file. 
o PXD001524.mztab (https://goo.gl/zrBCRo) - example mztab file converted from the 

mzidentML example file. 
 
Second set of proBAM example and related files: 

● PXD001390.pro.bam (https://goo.gl/r2tVtG) - 2nd example proBAM file converted from the 
2nd mztab example file using the proBAMconvert tool. In this example the Ensembl protein 
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identifiers (e.g. ENSP00000349878) were used for genome coordinate mapping. 
● PXD001390.pro.bam (https://goo.gl/XVwmUa) - 2nd example proBAM file converted from 

mzIdentML example file using proBAMr. Ensembl v86 was used for annotating genomic 
coordinates.  

● PXD001390.mzid (https://goo.gl/zN3QE3) - 2nd example mzIdentML file. 
● PXD001390.mztab (https://goo.gl/1qyhSG) - 2nd example mztab file converted from the 2nd 

mzIdentML file.  
 
Third set of proBAM example and related files: 

● PXD000124.pro.bam LINK - 3rd example proBAM file converted from the 3rd mztab 
example file. In this example the Ensembl transcript identifiers (e.g. ENSMUST00000005017) 
were used for genome coordinate mapping. Also, an extra 3 reading frame translation was 
performed on these transcript sequences, enabling mapping of 5’UTR translation products. 

● PXD000124.mzid LINK - 3rd example mzIdentML file. 
● PXD000124.mztab LINK - 3rd example mztab file converted from the 3rd mzidentML example 

file. 
 
Fourth set of proBAM example and related files: 

● CPTAC_CRC.pro.bam LINK – 4th example proBAM file generated from CPTAC_CRC 
dataset. Refseq annotation (hg19) was used for genome coordinate mapping. In addition to 
the normal peptide identification, RNASeq data based customized databases were used to 
identify variant peptides. The location as well as the nucleotide level change were also 
included in this proBAM file.  

● Original data link 
 
Both the proBAMconvert and proBAMr tools perform the mapping, thus obtaining the genomic 
coordinates.   
 

2. Conclusions 
 
This document contains the specifications for using the proBAM format to represent results from 
peptide and protein identification pipelines, in the context of a proteogenomics investigation. This 
specification constitutes a proposal for a standard from the Proteomics Standards Initiative. These 
artefacts are currently undergoing the PSI document process, which will result in a standard officially 
sanctioned by PSI. 
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9. Appendix I: Metadata fields imported from the mzTab format  
 
This is applicable to the record type @CO. All fields are optional and are taken from the version 1.0 of 
mzTab specification document. This section is included here for making things easier for the 
implementers of the format since all the information is available in this document. We include here a 
subset of the fields. For instance, we do not include here the ones that are specific for the mzTab 
format (e.g. mzTab-version, mzTab-mode, etc) or those that are related to small molecules which are 
not applicable here. 
 
It is understood that the most updated information related to the mzTab format will be always be 
available in the mzTab specification document (in case new versions are released in the future). The 
metadata section in mzTab is made up of key-value pairs.  
 
In the following list of fields any term encapsulated by {} is meant as a variable which MUST be 
replaced accordingly. 

9.1.1 title 

Description: The file’s human readable title. 
Type: String 
Example: MTD   title   My first test experiment 
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9.1.2 description 

Description: The file’s human readable description. 
Type: String 
Example: MTD   description   An experiment investigating the effects of Il-6. 

9.1.3 sample_processing[1-n] 

Description: 
A list of parameters describing a sample processing step. The order of the 
data_processing items should reflect the order these processing steps were 
performed in. If multiple parameters are given for a step these MUST be 
separated by a “|”. 

Type: Parameter List 

Example: 
MTD  sample_processing[1]  [SEP, SEP:00173, SDS PAGE,] 
MTD  sample_processing[2]  [SEP, SEP:00142, enzyme digestion,]|[MS, … 
                                                                MS:1001251, 
Trypsin, ] 

9.1.4 instrument[1-n]-name 

Description: The name of the instrument used in the experiment. Multiple instruments are 
numbered 1..n. 

Type: Parameter 

Example: 
MTD  instrument[1]-name  [MS, MS:1000449, LTQ Orbitrap,]  
… 
MTD  instrument[2]-name  [MS, MS:1000031, Instrument model, name of the 
instrument not included in the CV]  

9.1.5 instrument[1-n]-source 

Description: The instrument's source used in the experiment. Multiple instruments are 
numbered 1..n. 

Type: Parameter 

Example: 
MTD  instrument[1]-source  [MS, MS:1000073, ESI,] 
… 
MTD  instrument[2]-source  [MS, MS:1000598, ETD,] 

9.1.6 instrument[1-n]-analyzer[1-n] 

Description: The instrument’s analyzer type used in the experiment. Multiple instruments are 
enumerated 1..n. 

Type: Parameter 

Example: 
MTD  instrument[1]-analyzer[1]  [MS, MS:1000291, linear ion trap,] 
… 
MTD  instrument[2]-analyzer[1]  [MS, MS:1000484, orbitrap,] 

9.1.7 instrument[1-n]-detector 

Description: The instrument's detector type used in the experiment. Multiple instruments are 
numbered 1..n. 

Type: Parameter 

Example: 
MTD  instrument[1]-detector  [MS, MS:1000253, electron multiplier,] 
… 
MTD  instrument[2]-detector  [MS, MS:1000348, focal plane collector,] 

9.1.8 software[1-n] 

Description: 
Software used to analyze the data and obtain the reported results. The 
parameter’s value SHOULD contain the software’s version. The order 
(numbering) should reflect the order in which the tools were used. 

Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  software[1]  [MS, MS:1001207, Mascot, 2.3] 

MTD  software[2]  [MS, MS:1001561, Scaffold, 1.0] 

9.1.9 software[1-n]-setting[1-n] 

Description: 
A software setting used. This field MAY occur multiple times for a single software. 
The value of this field is deliberately set as a String, since there currently do not 
exist cvParams for every possible setting. 
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Type: String 
Example: MTD  software[1]-setting  Fragment tolerance = 0.1 Da 

MTD  software[2]-setting  Parent tolerance = 0.5 Da 

9.1.10 protein_search_engine_score[1-n] 

Description: 
The type of protein search engine score MUST be reported as a CV parameter 
[1-n].   
The order of the search engine scores SHOULD reflect their importance for the 
identification and be used to determine the identification’s rank. 

Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  protein_search_engine_score[1]  [MS, MS:1001171, Mascot:score,] 

 

9.1.11 peptide_search_engine_score[1-n] 

Description: 
The type of peptide search engine score MUST be reported as a CV parameter 
[1-n].   
The order of the search engine scores SHOULD reflect their importance for the 
identification and be used to determine the identification’s rank. 

Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  peptide_search_engine_score[1]  [MS, MS:1001171, Mascot:score,] 

 

9.1.12 psm_search_engine_score[1-n] 

Description: 
The type of psm search engine score MUST be reported as a CV parameter [1-
n].   
The order of the search engine scores SHOULD reflect their importance for the 
identification and be used to determine the identification’s rank. 

Type: Parameter 

Example: MTD  psm_search_engine_score[2]  [MS, MS:1001330, X!Tandem:expect,] 

9.1.13 false_discovery_rate 

Description: 
The file’s false discovery rate(s) reported at the PSM, peptide, and/or protein 
level. False Localization Rate (FLD) for the reporting of modifications can also be 
reported here. Multiple parameters MUST be separated by “|”. 

Type: Parameter List 

Example: 
MTD  false_discovery_rate  [MS, MS:1001364, pep:global FDR, 0.01]|… 
                                               [MS, MS:1001214, prot:global 
FDR, 0.08] 

9.1.14 publication[1-n] 

Description: 
A publication associated with this file. Several publications can be given by 
indicating the number in the square brackets after “publication”. PubMed ids must 
be prefixed by “pubmed:”, DOIs by “doi:”. Multiple identifiers MUST be separated 
by “|”. 

Type: String 
Example: MTD  publication[1]  pubmed:21063943|doi:10.1007/978-1-60761-987-1_6 

MTD  publication[2]  pubmed:20615486|doi:10.1016/j.jprot.2010.06.008 

9.1.15 contact[1-n]-name 

Description: 
The contact's name. Several contacts can be given by indicating the number in 
the square brackets after "contact". A contact has to be supplied in the format 
[first name] [initials] [last name] (see example). 

Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  contact[1]-name  James D. Watson 
… 
MTD  contact[2]-name  Francis Crick 

9.1.16 contact[1-n]-affiliation 

Description: The contact’s affiliation. 
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Type: String 
Example: MTD  contact[1]-affiliation  Cambridge University, UK 

MTD  contact[2]-affiliation  Cambridge University, UK 

9.1.17 contact[1-n]-email 

Description: The contact’s e-mail address. 
Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  contact[1]-email  watson@cam.ac.uk 
… 
MTD  contact[2]-email  crick@cam.ac.uk 

9.1.18 uri[1-n] 

Description: A URI pointing to the file's source data (e.g., a PRIDE experiment or a 
PeptideAtlas build). 

Type: URI 

Example: 
MTD  uri[1]  http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/url/to/experiment 

MTD  uri[2]  http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org/cgi/GetDataset 

9.1.19 fixed_mod[1-n] 

Description: 
A parameter describing a fixed modifications searched for. Multiple fixed 
modifications are numbered 1..n. If no fixed modifications are searched, include 
the CV param MS:1002453: No fixed modifications searched. 
 

Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  fixed_mod[1]  [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:4, Carbamidomethyl, ] 

MTD  fixed_mod[2]  [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation, ]                                                   

9.1.20 fixed_mod[1-n]-site 

Description: 
A string describing a fixed modifications site. Following the unimod convention, 
modification site is a residue (e.g. “M”), terminus (“N-term” or “C-term”) or both 
(e.g. “N-term Q” or “C-term K”). 

Type: String 

Example: 

MTD  fixed_mod[1]       [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation, ]                                                   
MTD  fixed_mod[1]-site  M 
… 
MTD  fixed_mod[2]       [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:1, Acetyl, ]                                                 
MTD  fixed_mod[2]-site  N-term 
… 
MTD  fixed_mod[3]       [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:2, Amidated, ]                                                 
MTD  fixed_mod[3]-site  C-term 
 

9.1.21 fixed_mod[1-n]-position 

Description: 
A string describing the term specifity of a fixed modification. Following the unimod 
convention, term specifity is denoted by the strings “Anywhere”, “Any N-term”, 
“Any C-term”, “Protein N-term”, “Protein C-term”. 

Type: String 

Example: 

MTD  fixed_mod[1]           [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation, ]                                                   
MTD  fixed_mod[1]-site      M 
… 
MTD  fixed_mod[2]           [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:1, Acetyl, ]                                                 
MTD  fixed_mod[2]-site      N-term 
MTD  fixed_mod[2]-position  Protein N-term 
… 
MTD  fixed_mod[3]           [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:2, Amidated, ]                                                 
MTD  fixed_mod[3]-site      C-term  
MTD  fixed_mod[3]-position  Protein C-term                                                  

9.1.22 variable_mod[1-n] 

Description: 
A parameter describing a variable modifications searched for. Multiple variable 
modifications are numbered 1.. n. If no variable modifications were searched, 
include the CV param MS:1002454: No variable modifications searched. 

Type: Parameter 
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Example: MTD  variable_mod[1]  [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:21, Phospho, ]                                                  
MTD  variable_mod[1]  [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation, ]                                                   

9.1.23 variable_mod[1-n]-site 

Description: 
A string describing a variable modifications site. Following the unimod 
convention, modification site is a residue (e.g. “M”), terminus (“N-term” or “C-
term”) or both (e.g. “N-term Q” or “C-term K”). 

Type: String 

Example: 

MTD  variable_mod[1]       [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation, ]                                                   
MTD  variable_mod[1]-site  M 
… 
MTD  variable_mod[2]       [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:1, Acetyl, ]                                                 
MTD  variable_mod[2]-site  N-term 
… 
MTD  variable_mod[3]       [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:2, Amidated, ]                                                 
MTD  variable_mod[3]-site  C-term 
 

9.1.24 variable_mod[1-n]-position 

Description: 
A string describing the term specifity of a variable modification. Following the 
unimod convention, term specifity is denoted by the strings “Anywhere”, “Any N-
term”, “Any C-term”, “Protein N-term”, “Protein C-term”. 

Type: String 

Example: 

MTD  variable_mod[1]  [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:35, Oxidation, ]                                                   
MTD  variable_mod[1]-site  M 
… 
MTD  variable_mod[2] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:1, Acetyl, ]                                                 
MTD  variable_mod[2]-site  N-term 
MTD  variable_mod[2]-position  Protein N-term 
… 
MTD  variable_mod[3]  [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:2, Amidated, ]                                                 
MTD  variable_mod[3]-site  C-term  
MTD  variable_mod[3]-position  Protein C-term                                                  

9.1.25 quantification_method 

Description: The quantification method used in the experiment reported in the file. 
Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  quantification_method  [MS, MS:1001837, iTRAQ quantitation analysis, ] 

9.1.26 ms_run[1-n]-format 

Description: A parameter specifying the data format of the external MS data file. 
Type: Parameter 

Example: 
MTD  ms_run[1]-format [MS, MS:1000584, mzML file, ] 
… 
MTD  ms_run[2]-format [MS, MS:1001062, Mascot MGF file, ] 

9.1.27 ms_run[1-n]-location 

Description: Location of the external data file. If the actual location of the MS run is unknown, 
a “null” MUST be used as a place holder value. 

Type: URL 
  

Example: 
MTD  ms_run_location[1]  file://C:\path\to\my\file 
… 
MTD  ms_run_location[2]  ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/path/to/file 

 

9.1.28 custom[1-n] 

Description: Any additional parameters describing the analysis reported. 
Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  custom[1]  [,,MS operator, Florian] 

9.1.29 sample[1-n]-species[1-n] 

Description: The respective species of the samples analysed.  
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Type: Parameter 

Example: 

COM  Experiment where all samples consisted of the same two species 
MTD  sample[1]-species[1]  [NEWT, 9606, Homo sapiens (Human), ] 
MTD  sample[2]-species[1]  [NEWT, 12059, Rhinovirus, ] 
 
 
COM  Experiment where different two samples from different species 
(combinations) 
COM  were analysed as biological replicates. 
 
MTD  sample[1]-species[1]  [NEWT, 9606, Homo sapiens (Human), ] 
MTD  sample[1]-species[2]  [NEWT, 573824, Human rhinovirus 1, ] 
MTD  sample[2]-species[1]  [NEWT, 9606, Homo sapiens (Human), ] 
MTD  sample[2]-species[2]  [NEWT, 12130, Human rhinovirus 2, ] 

9.1.30 sample[1-n]-tissue[1-n] 

Description: The respective tissue(s) of the sample. 
Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  sample[1]-tissue[1]  [BTO, BTO:0000759, liver, ] 

9.1.31 sample[1-n]-cell_type[1-n] 

Description: The respective cell type(s) of the sample. 
Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  sample[1]-cell_type[1]  [CL, CL:0000182, hepatocyte, ] 

9.1.32 sample[1-n]-disease[1-n] 

Description: The respective disease(s) of the sample.  
Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  sample[1]-disease[1]  [DOID, DOID:684, hepatocellular carcinoma, ] 

MTD  sample[1]-disease[2]  [DOID, DOID:9451, alcoholic fatty liver, ] 

9.1.33 sample[1-n]-description 

Description: A human readable description of the sample. 
Type: String 
Example: MTD  sample[1]-description  Hepatocellular carcinoma samples. 

MTD  sample[2]-description  Healthy control samples. 

9.1.34 sample[1-n]-custom[1-n] 

Description: Parameters describing the sample’s additional properties. 
Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  sample[1]-custom[1]   [,,Extraction date, 2011-12-21] 

MTD  sample[1]-custom[2]   [,,Extraction reason, liver biopsy] 

9.1.35 assay[1-n]-quantification_reagent 

Description: 
The reagent used to label the sample in the assay. For label-free analyses the 
“unlabeled sample” CV term SHOULD be used. For the “light” channel in label-
based experiments the appropriate CV term specifying the labelling channel 
should be used. 

Type: Parameter 

Example: 

MTD  assay[1]-quantification_reagent  [PRIDE,PRIDE:0000114,iTRAQ 
reagent,114] 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_reagent  [PRIDE,PRIDE:0000115,iTRAQ 
reagent,115] 
 
OR 
 
MTD assay[1]-quantification_reagent [MS,MS:1002038,unlabeled 
sample,] 
 
OR 
 
MTD assay[1]-quantification_reagent [PRIDE, PRIDE:0000326, SILAC 
light] 
MTD assay[2]-quantification_reagent [PRIDE, PRIDE:0000325, SILAC 
heavy] 
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9.1.36 assay[1-n]-quantification_mod[1-n] 

Description: A parameter describing a modification associated with a quantification_reagent. 
Multiple modifications are numbered 1..n. 

Type: Parameter 
Example: MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[1] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:188, Label:13C(6), ] 

9.1.37 assay[1-n]-quantification_mod[1-n]-site 

Description: 
A string describing the modifications site. Following the unimod convention, 
modification site is a residue (e.g. “M”), terminus (“N-term” or “C-term”) or both 
(e.g. “N-term Q” or “C-term K”). 

Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[1] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:188, Label:13C(6), ] 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[2] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:188, Label:13C(6), ]                                                                                   
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[1]-site    R 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[2]-site    K 

9.1.38 assay[1-n]-quantification_mod[1-n]-position 

Description: 
A string describing the term specifity of the modification. Following the unimod 
convention, term specifity is denoted by the strings “Anywhere”, “Any N-term”, 
“Any C-term”, “Protein N-term”, “Protein C-term”. 

Type: String 

Example: 

MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[1] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:188, Label:13C(6), ] 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[2] [UNIMOD, UNIMOD:188, Label:13C(6), ]                                                                                   
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[1]-site    R 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[2]-site    K 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[1]-position    Anywhere 
MTD  assay[2]-quantification_mod[2]-position    Anywhere 

9.1.39 cv[1-n]-label 

Description: A string describing the labels of the controlled vocabularies/ontologies used in the 
mzTab file 

Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  cv[1]-label  MS                                                   
… 
 

9.1.40 cv[1-n]-full_name 

Description: A string describing the full names of the controlled vocabularies/ontologies used 
in the mzTab file 

Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  cv[1]-full_name  MS                                                   
… 
 

9.1.41 cv[1-n]-version 

Description: A string describing the version of the controlled vocabularies/ontologies used in 
the mzTab file 

Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  cv[1]-version  3.54.0                                                   
… 
 

9.1.42 cv[1-n]-url 

Description: A string containing the URLs of the controlled vocabularies/ontologies used in the 
mzTab file 

Type: String 

Example: 
MTD  cv[1]-url  http://psidev.cvs.sourceforge.net/viewvc/psidev/psi/psi-
ms/mzML/controlledVocabulary/psi-ms.obo                                                   
… 
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10. Appendix II: Description on the mandatory fields of the SAM format and adjustments for 
proBAM  

 
In the SAM format, each alignment line typically represents the linear alignment of a segment. Each 
line has 11 mandatory fields. These fields always appear in the same order and must be present, but 
their values can be ‘0’, ‘*’ (null) or 255 (depending on the field) if the corresponding information is 
unavailable. The order of the mandatory fields is: QNAME, FLAG, RNAME, POS, MAPQ, CIGAR, 
RNEXT, PNEXT, TLEN, SEQ, QUAL. See also Table 2 for an overview of the mandatory fields in 
the SAM format. The SAM specification document is available at https://samtools.github.io/hts-
specs/SAMv1.pdf.  
 
Hereafter a description can be found of the mandatory fields used in the original SAM format. For 
several fields adjustments are also described highlighting subtle differences in proBAM.  
 
1. QNAME: Query template NAME. A QNAME ‘*’ indicates that the information is unavailable. In the 

original SAM format, the sequencing read name is stored in this field. For proBAM, the spectrum 
name is used. Same as for the original SAM file, a read may occupy multiple alignment lines, 
when its alignment is chimeric or when multiple peptide mappings are given. 
 

2. FLAG: Combination of bitwise FLAGs. In the SAM format different bitwise flags are used to 
describe the mapping specifications of the read (e.g. unique vs. multiple location mapping, 
reverse strand mapping, …). The bitwise flags used in the proBAM format are listed in Table 7 
and described in section 4.4.2. The proBAM bitwise flags describe the peptide mapping 
characteristics. 
 

3. RNAME: Reference sequence NAME of the alignment. If @SQ header lines are present, RNAME 
(if not ‘*’) must be present in one of the SQ-SN tag (see Table 1). An unmapped segment without 
coordinates has a ‘*’ at this field. If RNAME is ‘*’, no assumptions can be made about POS and 
CIGAR.  

 
4. POS: 1-based leftmost mapping POSition of the first matching base. The first base in a reference 

sequence has coordinate 1. POS is set as 0 for an unmapped read without coordinate. If POS is 
0, no assumptions can be made about RNAME and CIGAR. 

 
5. MAPQ: MAPping Quality. In proBAM, this value is always set to 255 indicating that the mapping 

quality is not available.  
 

6. CIGAR: CIGAR string. The CIGAR operations allowed for the proBAM format are given in the 
following table (set ‘*’ if unavailable): 

 
Operator	 Description	

M	 alignment	match	(can	be	a	sequence	match	or	mismatch)	
I	 insertion	to	the	reference	
D	 deletion	from	the	reference	
N	 skipped	region	from	the	reference	

 
- For mRNA-to-genome alignment, an N operation represents an intron. If N’s are present in 

the CIGAR string, the peptide maps to multiple exonic regions. 
- Sum of lengths of the M/I operations shall equal the length of SEQ.  

 
7. RNEXT: Reference sequence name of the primary alignment of the NEXT read in the template. 

Used for paired-end read alignments in the SAM format. This field is set as ‘*’ when the 
information is unavailable, which is the case for the proBAM format.  
 

8. PNEXT: Position of the primary alignment of the NEXT read in the template. Used for paired-end 
read alignments in the SAM format. This field is set as 0 when the information is unavailable, 
which is the case for proBAM. 
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9. TLEN: signed observed Template LENgth. Used for paired-end read alignments in the SAM 

format. This field is set as 0 when the information is unavailable, which is the case for the proBAM 
format. 

 
10. SEQ: segment SEQuence. This field can be a ‘*’ when the sequence is not stored. If not a ‘*’, the 

length of the sequence must equal the sum of lengths of M/I operations in CIGAR. This sequence 
represents the cDNA sequence of the mapped peptide in the proBAM format. 

 
11. QUAL: ASCII of base QUALity plus 33. This field is set as ‘*’ when the information is unavailable, 

which is the case for the proBAM format. 
 

 

14. Appendix III: proBAM to BED conversion  
 
The proBAM format can be converted to regular BED format using the commonly used bedtools suite 
http://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest):  
 

Example:	

	
PXD001524.bam	(https://goo.gl/378YaB)		
	
$ bedtools bamtobed -i PXD001524.bam -bed12 -tag > PXD001524_sp_ed.bed 
	

 
Make sure to specify the –bed12 parameter to convert “spliced” BAM alignments (denoted by the “N” 
CIGAR operation). PSM-specific annotation will not be transferred to the regular BED file, seen the 
generic nature of the bedtools toolset. 
 
On the other hand, tools have been devised to convert mzTAB/mzIdentML to the specific proBED 
format: 
 

- ProBAMconvert also allows to convert mzTAB or mzIdentML to proBed instead of proBAM 
(https://github.com/Biobix/proBAMconvert or http://probam.biobix.be).  

- A Java API is available to write to proBed files (ms-data-core-api: https://github.com/PRIDE-
Utilities/ms-data-core-api). 

 
 

15. Appendix IV: merging of proBAM files  
 

Mutliple proBAM tools can be merged together using the commonly used samtools suite 
(http://www.htslib.org/doc/samtools.html): 
 

Example:	

	
PXD001524.bam	(https://goo.gl/378YaB)	and	PXD001390.bam	
(https://goo.gl/r2tVtG)	
	
$ samtools merge –r merged.bam PXD001524.bam PXD001390.bam 
	

The –r option attaches the RG tag (inferred from input file names). RG= Read Group (as described in 
@RG in the SAM specification file). 
 
proBAM files can be merged, for example for meta-analyses or collating data from different samples. 
The QNAME (See Table 2) must be unique throughout the file. Files SHOULD only be merged if they 
have been generated by the same software, following the same conventions for the naming and 
content of the different fields, and ideally the same reference system used for the genome 
coordinates, although this is not mandatory (see Table 1, @SQ tag: Reference Sequence).  


